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Predictions of transverse horizontal spatial coherence from path integral theory are compared with
measurements for two ranges between 2000 and 3000 km. The measurements derive from a
low-frequency ~75 Hz! bottom-mounted source at depth 810 m near Kauai that transmitted
m-sequence signals over several years to two bottom-mounted horizontal line arrays in the North
Pacific. In this paper we consider the early arriving portion of the deep acoustic field at these arrays.
Horizontal coherence length estimates, on the order of 400 m, show good agreement with lengths
calculated from theory. These lengths correspond to about 1° in horizontal arrival angle variability
using a simple, extended, spatially incoherent source model. Estimates of scintillation index,
log-amplitude variance, and decibel intensity variance indicate that the fields were partially
saturated. There was no significant seasonal variability in these measures. The scintillation index
predictions agree quite well with the dataset estimates; nevertheless, the scattering regime
predictions~fully saturated! vary from the regime classification~partially saturated! inferred from
observation. This contradictory result suggests that a fuller characterization of scattering regime
metrics may be required. ©2005 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1854851#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theory of wave propagation in random med
~WPRM! has had considerable success in its original con
involving fields propagating through homogeneous turbul
media.1–3 The application to long-range propagation in t
ocean requires modifications: the medium is a wavegu
the background sound speed is depth dependent, and
sound speed fluctuations are inhomogeneous and anisotr
Flatté et al.4 developed a theory~henceforth FDMWZ! for
signal statistics that incorporated these additional featu
Predictions based on FDMWZ theory have been compare
measurements from the straits of Florida,5 Cobb seamount,6

the Azores,7 and the Slice898 experiments. These exper
ments involved ranges up to 1000 km and used single hy
phones or multiple hydrophones attached to vertical mo
ings ~i.e., vertical arrays!. The Acoustic Thermometry o
Ocean/Climate~ATOC! Engineering Test~AET! experiment9

tested the theory over a much longer range of 3250 km,
again only vertical line arrays were used to sample the ac
tic field.

Second moment measurements available with these
figurations were temporal ~time–time! correlations,
frequency–frequency correlations, and vertical spatial co
lations. A measurement not available in these experime
due to equipment configurations was the horizontal sec

a!J. A. Colosi is at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,
02543. B. D. Cornuelle, M. A. Dzieciuch, W. H. Munk, and P. F. Worces
are at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California at S
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093. B. D. Dushaw, B. M. Howe, J. A. Mercer, a
R. C. Spindel are at the Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Wa
ington, Seattle, WA 98105.
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spatial moment, i.e., the horizontal coherence. An oppo
nity to measure horizontal coherence at 75 Hz over mu
megameter paths arose during the ATOC and follow
North Pacific Acoustic Laboratory~NPAL! experiments.10 In
this paper we report on the use of the data from two NP
horizontal line array receivers at ranges from 2000 to 30
km for measuring the transverse horizontal coherence.

The type of signals under consideration here are
long-range low-frequency ATOC signals trapped in t
SOFAR channel. This is essentially a waveguide problem
is characteristic of a waveguide problem, the acoustic fi
separates into faster modes with high-angle wavenum
vectors and slower modes with low-angle wavenumber v
tors. The partial fields associated with the faster modes
well characterized by ray theory, and these manifest the
selves as earlier, ray-like arrivals. Partial fields associa
with the slower modes are more mode-like, and comprise
late crescendo11,12~sometimes called the finale or coda!. This
ray-mode duality is nicely demonstrated by Grabb.13

The full acoustic field at the receiver can thus be ch
acterized roughly as

p5p11p21¯1pmodal, ~1!

wherep1 is the ‘‘first’’ ray-like arrival, p2 is the next ray-like
arrival, and so on.pmodal represents the final crescendo, a
the explicit space–time dependence on locationr and timet
has been suppressed. While rays and modes have bee
lized for tomography in both deep and shallow water, t
early arrivals in this study are best modeled by rays.14 The
statistical parameters—notably, in this paper, the spa
coherence—of wave fronts associated with individual ra
like arrivals are quantities of fundamental importance.
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As described by Dushawet al.,15 the two receivers used
here are generally too deep to measure the crescendo
shown in Fig. 1, only early ray-like arrivals reach these
ceivers; all the later acoustic energy refracts above. The m
sured fields therefore contain only the first few arrivals, w
no late modal contribution. These first few arrivals a
termed ‘‘deep arrivals’’ in this paper. It can also be seen
Fig. 1 that there are signatures in the data for later arriv
even though predictions of rays for later arrivals turn abo
the receiver depth~for these receivers!. This phenomenon is
not addressed in this paper.

This investigation separates out and estimates the st
tics of the partial fieldpJ(r ,t), which was, on average, th
strongest and most robust deep arrival at each receiver.
ordinalJ represents one of the earliest detectable arrivals,
the poor signal-to-noise ratio of even earlier arrivals ma
the exact enumeration ofJ impossible. An inspection of Fig
1 appears to indicate that the strongest arrivals correspon
measurements made very near the cusps in the time f
This would agree with ray theory, which places caustics n
ray turning points.

In addition to horizontal coherence, estimates are m
of several intensity fluctuation statistics. These serve to id
tify the ‘‘scattering regime’’ of the signal fluctuations in FD
MWZ theory. Intensity variances, and the regime itself, a
also key predictions of FDMWZ theory that can be teste

FDMWZ theory is based on a path-integral treatment
the stochastic wave propagation problem. It incorporates
depth-dependent sound speed profile and waveguide ch

FIG. 1. Strength of time front arrivals at site N from a source mounted o
Pioneer seamount.~Site designations are shown later in this paper.! Top:
time fronts at the range of site N. The receiver depth is suggested by
horizontal line. Bottom: the signal to noise ratio~SNR! versus arrival time
scatterplots for 15 months of data. A correspondence between time
arrivals and strong SNR arrivals is indicated by dotted lines. The stron
SNR arrivals appear to be related to time fronts with cusps very near
receiver depth.
1512 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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teristics of the ocean by constructing the deterministic eig
ray from source to receiver and considering sound sp
fluctuations along that path to be the primary contribution
the path integral calculation.~A ‘‘deterministic eigenray’’ is
conceptualized here as an eigenray traced through an o
devoid of sound speed fluctuations.! Inhomogeneous and an
isotropic sound speed fluctuations are represented by
Garrett–Munk interval wave spectrum.16–18 Fluctuation cal-
culations have been implemented numerically by the c
‘‘Calculations of Acoustic Fluctuations due to Interv
Waves’’ ~CAFI!.19,20 Empirical measurements in this pap
are compared to FDMWZ predictions calculated by CAF

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II we present the definitions of the mathematical enti
that will represent the coherence and the intensity meas
predicted by theory. In Sec. III we describe the NPAL expe
ment, including them-sequence signal parameters. The d
processing is described in Sec. IV: this concerns the calc
tion of quantities that are comparable to theoretical qua
ties. Experimental results are shown in Sec. V for the str
gest deep arrival over each of two long-range paths. CA
calculations for fluctuation statistics over representat
paths of similar length are given in Sec. VI, with an analy
of the findings in Sec. VII. The findings indicate that th
horizontal coherence length and scintillation index estima
are found to agree with CAFI predictions. Scattering regi
classifications do not agree, however: the regime is infer
from actual measurements to be partially saturated, but C
identifies the regime as fully saturated. This contradicto
result suggests that a fuller characterization of scattering
gime metrics may be required. The main results are sum
rized in Sec. VIII.

II. THEORY

A. Coherence

In general, coherence is a measure of correlation, w
values near one indicating a high correlation and values n
zero poor correlation. However, there are subtle variation
the interpretation of coherence among investigators from
ferent specialities. Motivated by these variations, the follo
ing discussion reviews several notions of coherence a
background for the definitions used in this analysis.

Coherence is generally a normalized second mom
Letting c(r l ,t l) represent a general complex scalar fie
~e.g., an acoustic field! at locationr l and timet l , and using
the shorthand notationc( l )5c(r l ,t l), the second moment is

Mcc~ l ,m!5^c* ~ l !c~m!&, ~2!

where~•!* denotes conjugation and̂•& expectation. This is
the complex cross-correlation from elementary statistics
the statistical optics literature,21,22 the degree of complex co
herenceis defined as Eq.~2!, normalized by the ‘‘self-’’~or
autocorrelation! terms:

g lm5
Mcc~ l ,m!

AMcc~ l ,l !Mcc~m,m!
. ~3!

This is essentially a complex correlation coefficient with
magnitude in the range@0,1#. ug lmu51 implies full coher-
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In the theoretical literature of wave propagation in ra

dom media~WPRM!, it is common to assume that the field
are normalized~i.e., the self-terms are 1!, and

g lm5G~r l ,rm ,t l ,tm!, ~4!

is usually referred to simply as themutual coherence. This
could, in general, be complex, but often only its magnitude
of interest: in this paper, it is necessary to consider the
complex coherence. Note also that this quantity can invo
any two stochastic processes,c(r l ,t l) andc(rm ,tm), and is
a time–domaindefinition.

A quantity similar to Eq.~3! appears in time serie
analysis,23 where it is simply called thecoherence. Here, the
moments are cross-spectra„Gxy( f )… and autospectra„Gxx( f )
andGyy( f )… between two time seriesx(t) andy(t);

gxy~ f !5
Gxy~ f !

AGxx~ f !Gyy~ f !
.

By comparison with Eq.~3!, this is clearly seen to be
frequency domain version of the degree of complex coh
ence. One often sees themagnitude squared coherenc
ugxy( f )u2 ~MSC! in the literature.

Again, a similar quantity appears in statistical array p
cessing. The elements of the arraycross-spectral density
matrix24 are precisely the second moments between sensl
and m, with c representing the space–time acoustic fie
The moment is again considered to be a narrow band
single-frequency concept. The complexity here must be
tained: beamforming depends on it. Cox25 has shown that the
loss of signal coherence across an array is a fundame
limiting factor in array system performance.

The fundamental link between spatial coherence and
ray system performance motivates this analysis to adopt
frequency–domain, ‘‘single-frequency’’ interpretation of c
herence. This choice enables a simpler and more direct m
ematical discussion in this section, and also facilitates a
rect comparison with a theoretical prediction in Sec. V
There is unfortunately one main disadvantage: the data
volve wideband signals and are commonly considered in
time–domain.~Indeed, after pulse compression, these kin
of experiments are usually considered pulse-propagation
periments.! The procedures and consequences for evalua
time–domain observations in a frequency–domain con
are discussed in Sec. IV.

Following FDMWZ, let the acoustic pressure field
frequencyv̄ be written as

p~r ,t;v̄ !5p0~r0 ,t0 ;v̄ !ei @ k̄•~r2r0!2v̄~ t2t0!#c~r ,t;v̄ !.
~5!

Here,p0 is the deterministic part of the propagation to som
reference positionr0 at timet0 . k̄ is a ‘‘mean’’ incident wave
number vector andv̄ is a ‘‘mean’’ frequency. The exponen
tial term provides a phase correction top0 to yield the deter-
ministic field at r at time t. All the fluctuations are repre
sented byc; this factor converts the deterministic field atr
and t to a stochastic fieldp(r ,t). c can contain randomnes
in amplitude and phase, including perturbations tok̄ ~due,
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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e.g., to refracting media or extended sources! and v̄ ~due to
Doppler effects!. The exponential term is required for beam
forming and coherent summing, so we retain it in its fu
form where necessary to show how it affects various int
mediate quantities. By definition,c is normalized such tha
^ucu2&51. The second moment expression@Eq. ~2!# now be-
comes~dropping thev̄ notation!

M pp~ l ,m!5^p* ~r l ,t0!p~rm ,t0!&

5upo~r0 ,t0!u2ei k̄•~rm2r l !

3^c* ~r l ,t0!c~rm ,t0!&. ~6!

In this and in the following development, the fields are co
sidered only at the same time, i.e., both att5t0 , and the time
notation is dropped. The mutual coherence is therefore

G lm5
^pl* pm&

A^upl u2&^upmu2&

5
ei k̄•~rm2r l !^c l* cm&

A^uc l u2&^ucmu2&

5ei k̄•~rm2r l !^c l* cm&, ~7!

where the last line follows because^uc l u2&5^ucmu2&51 by
definition. When the phase fluctuations of the productc l* cm

are zero mean, the expectation in the final expression ab
will be real. In the more general case, the expectation m
provide a residual phase and hence be complex. Resi
phase and the deterministic phase correction are elimin
by considering in this paper only the mutual coherence m
nitude. This expression is formally valid at the single fr
quency v̄, although, in practice, there will be some fini
bandwidth associated with actual measurements.

Some assumptions can be invoked to simplify the pr
lem. The mutual coherence is generally a six-dimensio
function of spatial coordinates. When the fieldc is homoge-
neous, the mutual coherence is only a function of the diff
enceR5r l2rm :

G~r l ,rm!5G~R!. ~8!

In general,c is definitely not homogeneous everywhere in
waveguide. The sound speed fluctuations themselves are
homogeneous; in the vertical, for example, they are larg
near the surface and decrease rapidly with depth. Howe
since the horizontal scales of the sound speed fluctuations
orders of magnitude larger than the vertical scales,26 it is
therefore reasonable to assume that homogeneity hold
least approximately, for horizontal sensor configurations
modest size compared to horizontal sound speed fluctua
correlation lengths, as is the case here.

While the self-termG~r ,r !51 by definition, the incoher-
ent limit may not be 0. Conceptually, at great separati
~i.e., whereR5uRu→`),

lim
R→`

^c* ~r l ,t !c~rm ,t !&5^c* ~r l ,t !&^c~rm ,t !&

5u^c~r ,t !&u2[G` . ~9!
1513Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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The termG` is real. Thus, the coherence at great separa
should reach an asymptotic value proportional to the squa
magnitude of the mean field~excluding attenuation!. In the
saturated regime, the mean field is identically zero, an
will turn out that, for these measurements, the mean fi
estimate is insignificantly different from zero. But it
worthwhile to note that it is incorrect to assumea priori that
the mean field is zero, especially if the fluctuation regime
partially saturated or unsaturated.

Inasmuch as the receivers used here are nearly pe
horizontal line arrays,R will be modeled as someRâ, where
â is a unit vector aligned along the mean bearing of the ar
Thus

G~R!5G~R;â!. ~10!

Furthermore, for allhorizontal line arrays,â'ẑ ~where ẑ is
the vertical unit vector.! For transverse measurements of c
herence,â must also be perpendicular tok̄. This is not the
case for the two arrays used here, so a transverse sepa
u is defined that is related to the actual separation along
array via the projection

u5Râ"t̂, ~11!

where t̂ is a unit vector transverse to the propagation su
that t̂'k̄ and t̂'ẑ.

Combining Eqs.~8!, ~9!, ~10!, and ~11!, a general ex-
pression for the transverse mutual coherence magnitude
be written as

uG~u!u5~12G`!g~u!1G` . ~12!

This expression involves a real, unknown ‘‘shape’’ functi
g(u) with the properties

g~u!5H 1, u50,

0, u→`.
~13!

The approach taken here is to model the unknown sh
functions with the familyĝ(u;a), based on the single pa
rametera. A model ĝ is fit in the least-square sense to t
data, yielding best-fit parameteraLSE5aD , and this function
is shown for comparison against the spatial coherence fu
tion prediction produced by CAFI. A ‘‘transverse horizont
coherence length’’Lh is defined such that

ĝ~Lh ;aLSE5aD!5e21/2. ~14!

@Another common definition of coherence length would
the ‘‘e-folding’’ length, the value at which the coherence
e21, but the definition in Eq.~14! will prove more conve-
nient in Sec. VI.# The estimateL̂h using aD will be com-
pared toLh predicted by CAFI.

B. Scintillation index

The scintillation index SI is defined as

SI5var~ I !/^I &25
^I 2&2^I &2

^I &2
5

^I 2&

^I &2
21, ~15!

and characterizes the variability of the acoustic intensityI.
Although apparently a simple formula, it is important to re
ognize that the variance cannot be simply computed from
available time series if the measurements are correlate
time. Moreover, the transmissions were spaced irregularl
1514 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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time, and this leads to additional interpretational comple
ties described below.

III. EXPERIMENT

The locations of the instruments germane to the anal
presented in this paper are shown in Fig. 2. The Kauai sou
and receivers N and O were components of the larger NP
experiment. The Pioneer source is shown for reference,
no further results for Pioneer transmissions beyond Fig. 1
presented here.

The acoustic source located at Kauai was one of t
very-low-frequency sources used in the ATOC/NPA
experiments.27 It was deployed in July 1997 on the northea
slope of Kauai at latitude 22°20.9498N and longitude
159°34.1958W at 810 m depth, and is cabled to shore at t
Pacific Missile Range Facility. Built by Alliant Techsystem
~Mukilteo, Washington!, it is a pressure-compensate
bender-bar/barrel-stave transducer designed for operatio
depths to 1300 m. At 810 m depth, it has a main reson
frequency of 65 Hz and a23 dB bandwidth of 14 Hz.

The source transmitted from August 1997 to Octob
1999, when the permit for its operation ended. Transmissi
were nominally scheduled for every 4 h every fourth day, but
this scheme varied widely. During the first one-third of t
experiment, some transmissions were only two hours ap
There were several system outages that precluded data a
sition for more than a month at either receiver site~e.g., June
1998!. A new permit was established in 2001, and the sou
resumed transmissions starting 1 January 2002 for a 5 year
period. The data analyzed here correspond to transmiss
acquired from October 1997 to the end of permitted ope
tion in October 1999.

The transmissions were standard ATOCm-sequence sig-
nals. The signal parameters are provided in Table I. D
acquisition was timed to begin after the firstm-sequence and
conclude prior to the lastm-sequence, thereby ensuring th
the acoustic fields at the receivers were fully involved dur

FIG. 2. Source and receiver configuration, NPAL experiment. Receiver
cations are designated as N and O. Only transmissions from the K
source are presented in this paper.
Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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data collection. The ‘‘principle transmission’’ consisted of 4
end-to-end sequences lasting 1091.20 s. The temporal
frequency characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.

Receivers N and O are bottom-mounted horizontal l
arrays. The receivers are cabled to shore to equipment
signed, built, and operated by the Applied Physics Labo
tory, University of Washington~APL/UW!. The signals were
filtered between 2~ac coupling! and 113.636 Hz~two-stage
cascaded 6-pole Butterworth switched-capacitor filter!, digi-
tized at 300 Hz and spooled to disk. To reduce data stor
requirements for each reception, every four consecutivem-
sequences were coherently added, producing 10 ‘‘4-pe
sums’’ from each 40m-sequence collection. The raw da
was then discarded. All further data processing was c
ducted at APL/UW.

A total of 1204 receptions were collected at site N, a
1197 at site O. The temporal distributions of receptions
both sites are shown in Fig. 4.

IV. DATA PROCESSING

A. Preliminary processing

The first processing step~which occurred on the receive
computers! for each reception accumulated every fo
m-sequences into 4-period sums. For perfectly coherent
nals in uncorrelated additive noise, this results in a proce

TABLE I. Signal parameters for the Kauai source. The primary scien
transmission utilized 40m sequences, but prefixed and suffixed guard
quences resulted in a total full-power transmission duration of 1227.2
which equates to 44.98m-sequence periods.

Law 3471
Bits 1023
Cycles/bit 2
m-sequence period 27.28 s
Carrier frequency 75 Hz
23 dB bandwidth 33.4 Hz
Sequences/transmission 40~42!
Source power 260 W

FIG. 3. Features ofm-sequence processing. Top: a section of a simula
m-sequence carrier at 75 Hz.~A completem-sequence is 27.28 s in length!
Middle: envelope of the Fourier transform magnitude. Bottom: output m
nitude after pulse compression~designed with an arrival time of 1.0 s!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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ing gain of 10 log10(4)'4 dB. Since, from Table I, a single
m-sequence has a duration of 27.28 s, this step represe
time average of the fluctuations over 109.12 s. Coher
summing enhances correlated features and deempha
short-duration changes, and therefore this step may resu
a bias toward overestimating the coherence.

In the second step, the 4-period sums we
pulse-compressed28 to achieve an additional theoretical ga
of 10 log10(1023)'30 dB.

Since the quantityc is usually defined in terms of solu
tions ‘‘at a single frequency’’ of the Helmholtz equation,29

the next step in processing was to develop ‘‘narrow ban
quantities to representc. Conceptually, after pulse compre
sion, the arrival structure that corresponded to the par
field pJ(r ,t) would be isolated with a ‘‘time gate’’ and trans
formed into the Fourier domain with a discrete Fourier tra
form ~DFT!. c is then represented by the single Fourier c
efficient at the carrier frequency. The ideal time gate wo
contain all of the pulse arrival structure for the ray-like a
rival under investigation, but not contributions from adjace
arrivals.

The procedure described above would be reasonab
the wideband~time–domain! field contained individually
identifiable pulses, as is the case for the early ray-like ar
als in a deterministic ocean. However, in an actual stocha
ocean, particularly at the ranges considered here, each s
deterministic arrival pulse is replaced by a complicated
rival structure spread consisting of multiple arrivals, whi
slowly fade in and out, flanking one or two~or no! ‘‘main’’
arrivals. Furthermore, as suggested in Fig. 1, the arriv
were grouped in pairs, with adjacent pairs separated by
proximately 0.8 to 1.0 s.~One ray in the pair launches up
ward from the source, the other downward.! Very often, the
pulse structure from each arrival in the pair had considera
overlap with that of the other.

The spreading of each pulse and the proximity of pu
pairs to one another therefore rendered infeasible the c
struction of a time gate small enough to isolate one arri
from the other in a pair. It was, however, usually possible

c
-
s,

d

-

FIG. 4. Receptions per month, Kauai to sites N~white! and O~black!. 1204
total receptions at site N, 1197 at site O.
1515Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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isolate one pair from another. A time gate width of 0.5 s w
adequate for this task, but this gate width unavoidably co
ingled the fluctuations from both pulses. This may result i
bias toward underestimating the coherence~of a single par-
tial field!.

The effective bandwidth of the Fourier coefficient is t
reciprocal of the time gate width and is therefore 2 Hz. T
is probably a fair representation of a single-frequency th
retical quantity, particularly as the coherent bandwidth of
channel is thought to be substantially larger.

Over the entire experiment, the data displayed consi
able wander. Wander can be defined on several scales
these paths.30 Internal-wave-induced wander is roughly o
the order of 10 ms; mesoscale-induced wander is roughly
the order of 100 ms; and gyrescale wander can produce w
der on scales of 1000 ms.

If the small-scale wander produces a delay oft across
all channels, this will introduce an additional factor ofe2 ivt

in Eq. ~5!. This factor, however, cancels in the second m
ment expression if the delay does not cause the pulse ar
structure to move out of the time gate.

The large-scale wander can move the pulse spread
ization out of a fixed time gate. To automate processi
either the time gate must follow the large-scale wander
the data must be synthetically shifted to correct for the lar
scale wander. The gross behavior of the large-scale wand
called thetrack. All the data used here have been manua
tracked,30 and the track solution used as an input to shift
pulse structure to the center of the time gate.

An obliquely incident acoustic field will introduce a fac
tor of eik•(r j 2r0) into the Fourier coefficient for channelj.
Here k is the wave number vector of the incident field. A
long as the entire arrival structure falls within the same ti
gate for all sensor channels, and ifk5k̄ is deterministic, Eq.
~7! shows thatuGu will be independent of obliquity.

In practice, for obliquely incident fields, a narrow tim
gate may exclude arrivals at the far ends of the array.
data in each channel have therefore been delayed~in the time
domain! by a factork0"(r j2r0)/v̄, wherek0 is in the geo-
desic direction from Kauai to the pointr0 on a WGS84
spheroid.31 ~This makes the signals appear as if they w
incident from broadside.!

~N.B.: If the incident wavenumber vectork is varying
with time, due, say, to time-varying horizontal refraction, t
data containarrival angle wander. Unlike time domain wan-
der, this influence does not factor out in calculations ofuGu.
Averaging~i.e., expectation! in the presence of arrival angl
wander will result in additional spatial decoherence.!

In summary, the processing steps from raw time dom
data toc surrogate involved~1! four-period sums,~2! pulse
compression,~3! large-scale wander correction,~4! obliquity
correction,~5! time gate isolation,~6! Fourier transforma-
tion, and~7! coefficient extraction.

B. Coherence

It is possible to infer spatial coherence indirectly by e
amining the beamformed outputs of subarrays.32 However,
receivers N and O measure individual sensor signals tha
strong enough, after four-period summing and pul
1516 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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compression, to stand out from the background noise. T
makes it possible to estimate the spatial coherence dire
by cross-correlatingc from pairs of individual sensors
which is the approach taken here.

The processing steps described in Sec. IV A yielded,
an array withN sensors, anN31 vectorv j of complex Fou-
rier coefficients for the four-period sum groupj. This proce-
dure was then repeated to obtain a vectorv j 11 for the four-
period sum groupj 11. These vectorsv j andv j 11 were then
incorporated in an algorithm presented in Appendix A
form a coherence matrix estimateĜ with elements

@Ĝ# jk5uĜ~r j2r k!u. ~16!

In FDWMZ theory, the transverse horizontal coheren
magnitude is modeled as

u^c* ~x!c~x1Dx!&u5expH 2
1

2
D~Dx!J , ~17!

where D(Dx) is a structure function~usually identified
purely as a ‘‘phase structure function’’! andDx is the trans-
verse horizontal spatial separation. For small separations
structure function can be approximated33 by

D~Dx!'~Dx/Lh!3/2, ~18!

where Lh is the transverse horizontal coherence leng
Small separations are those for which

Dx!Xhv i /vX ,

whereXh is the typical horizontal correlation size of soun
speed inhomogeneities,v i is the local inertial frequency, and
vX

25v i
21n2 tan2 b depends on the local buoyancy frequen

n and the inclinationb of the local eigenray. Flatte´ and
Stoughton suggestXh'12 km, and, using typical Northern
Pacific ocean values for the other parameters,Xhv i /vX

'3.4 km. The sensor separations used in this analysis
generally less than this, and hence Eq.~18! is a valid ap-
proximation for the structure function here. Based on E
~17! and~18!, the model shape functionĝ(Dx) @cf., Eq.~13!#
is

ĝ~Dx;a!5expH 2
1

2 S Dxâ"t̂

a D 3/2J ; ~19!

Eq. ~19! is combined with Eq.~12! to model the magnitude
mutual coherence, and this is compared to Eq.~16!. The
model is fit to the data by minimizing overa the sum of the
squared errors between the model and the estimated co
ence matrix. This produces the best-fit parameteraLSE

5aD , and the transverse spatial coherence length estim
L̂h is then the root of

~12G`!ĝ~ L̂h ;aD!1G`2e21/250. ~20!

C. Scintillation

Data processing for the scintillation index computati
was slightly different. Additive ambient noise will increas
the apparent variability in the data, and this will bias t
scintillation index high. This bias can be reduced by bea
forming, but beamforming will reduce the variability ove
that of a point measurement due to the averaging inheren
Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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the beamforming process. The advantage gained by be
forming generally outweighs the disadvantages, as long
the signal component across channels has a reasonably
cross-coherence. Therefore, each four-period sum was p
compressed, corrected for large-scale wander, and delay-
sum beamformed. The beamformer was steered to the
desic path bearing from receiver to source assumin
WGS84 spheroid.31 The beamformer used only those cha
nels with cross-coherence greater than 0.5. The approp
pulse arrival structure was extracted and Fourier tra
formed. The amplitude ofc was then represented by th
modulus of the carrier Fourier coefficient and the intens
by the modulus squared. The log-amplitude and log-inten
were then computed accordingly.

The data sample therefore consists of the amplitude~in-
tensity, log-amplitude, log-intensity! of the carrier Fourier
coefficient for each four-period sum, beamformed to incre
the signal-to-noise ratio. The mean intensity and varian
are determined from this set. Ensemble averages are i
preted as arithmetic means over the sample population.

V. RESULTS

A. Site N

1. Data description

The ray-like arrival analyzed for site N had, on avera
the best signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! of all the ray-like arriv-
als for this site. An estimated track for this arrival structure
shown in Fig. 5. The arrival time variation of roughly 0.5
over the dataset can be attributed to meso- and gyres
ocean processes.

The data at site N had generally poorer SNR than
data at site O, and therefore a further description of the
pearance of the raw data is deferred to Sec. V B.

2. Coherence length

The asymptotic valueG` was estimated@from Eqs.~7!
and ~9!# using

FIG. 5. Arrival structure visualizations, site N. Manual tracking can con
tently identify six tracks, which are highlighted. The track for ‘‘Eigenray 5
is interconnected with line segments and shown in red.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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G`5
u^p&u2

^upu2&
. ~21!

For this calculation, the second four-period sum group
each reception was used. Motivated by the same argum
advanced in Sec. IV C, the multichannel four-period su
data was beamformed to improve SNR. The bearing cho
was the bearing of the geodesic path to Kauai. The be
formed data was pulse compressed, time gated, and Fo
transformed. The estimated asymptotic value using the
two-year dataset was 0.13. The samples were bootstrapp34

using 500 replicates, to approximate the distribution of t
estimate. The histogram of the bootstrap replicates is sh
in Fig. 6. Here 90% of the replicates were greater than
full sample estimate, so the asymptotic valueuGu` was
judged to be not significantly different from zero.

The data covariance matrix was estimated following
procedure described in the Appendix that utilized four-per
sum groups, two and three from each reception. The sam
mutual coherence matrix was fit to Eq.~12! with G`50. The
coherence length estimate was 528 m. The error in this e
mate, represented by the bootstrap standard error using
bootstrap replicates, was6152 m.

3. Scintillation index

The scintillation index requires the variance of the inte
sity fluctuations, but care must be used in estimating
variance of a correlated sequence. The existence of a sam
to-sample correlation will generally bias the standard cal
lation. One alternative is to estimate the degrees of freed
in the signal and apply a corresponding correction. T
would be a difficult undertaking because the raw four-per
sums represent irregular clustered sampling in time. T

-

FIG. 6. Histograms of bootstrap replicates of the asymptotic valueG` . Left:
Kauai to site N. The estimated value of 0.13 is not significantly differe
from 0.0. Right: Kauai to site O. The estimated value of 0.042 is not s
nificantly different from 0.0.
1517Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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shortest sampling interval is from one four-period sum to
next within a transmission, or about 109 s. The clusters
generally spaced four hours apart on transmission d
sometimes less. Estimating correlation measures for this
of irregular clustered data is nontrivial.

An alternative approach was used here. A new sam
population was derived from the original by using only
single four-period sum in each reception.~These results use
the second four-period sum!. This time series is shown in
Fig. 7. The nonparametric run test35 can be used to accept o
reject the hypothesis that this new sample is random.
results are shown in Table II. When the new sample used
the available receptions, randomness was rejected at the
significance level. During the first third of the experime
there were clusters of receptions only two hours apart. W
receptions closer than four hours to the nearest neigh
were eliminated, the corresponding run test found the mo
fied sample population to be random at the 5% level. In
estingly, this implies that the intensity was partially corr
lated on time scales of two hours.

Intensity fluctuation statistics~scintillation index, log-
intensity variance, and decibel intensity variance! are shown
in Table III for the modified sample population. In all case

FIG. 7. Sample intensities, Kauai to site N. Top: intensityI ~normalized by
the arithmetic mean intensity!. Bottom: log-intensity. The panels are part
tioned by season, and annotated ‘‘W’’ for Winter, ‘‘V’’ for Spring, ‘‘S’’ for
Summer, and ‘‘F’’ for Fall. The autumnal equinox in 1997 was on Septe
ber 22.

TABLE II. Run test for randomness of the intensity fluctuations at site
The randomness hypothesis is accepted at the 5% level of significance
the run test statistic is less than 1.965.

Sample Sample size Run statistic

Entire dataset 1204 3.29
Modified dataset 766 0.94
1518 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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the quoted error is the bootstrap standard error. The varia
of the decibel intensity was not significantly different tha
the Dyer value of 5.6 dB,36 but the scintillation index was
significantly greater than the saturation value of 1.0. T
log-intensity variance was approximately 2.0. The sam
population was also partitioned by season to determin
there were significant seasonal effects, but the sample s
were too small to yield statistically significant differences

Based on the intensity statistics, signal fluctuations
site N were much stronger than would be expected for
Rytov regime.37 On the other hand, the scintillation inde
which was greater than 1.0, shows that full saturation has
been achieved, even though the decibel-intensity varia
was approximately the Dyer value. The regime was theref
classified as neither unsaturated nor saturated, but part
saturated.

B. Site O

1. Data description

The ray-like arrival analyzed for site O had, on avera
the best SNR of all the ray-like arrivals at this site. An es

FIG. 8. Arrival structure visualization, site O. Manual tracking can cons
tently identify six tracks, which are highlighted. The track for ‘‘Eigenray 3
is interconnected with line segments and shown in red.

TABLE III. Intensity statistics: scintillation index~SI!, variance of log in-
tensity, and variance of intensity in decibels for site N. The top line is
full sample, and the bottom group is partitioned by season. Annotated ‘‘
for Winter, ‘‘V’’ for Spring, ‘‘S’’ for Summer, and ‘‘F’’ for Fall. The errors
are bootstrap standard errors for 200 replicates.

Population SI var„log(I)… var(I dB! ~dB2) Sample size

Full 1.5360.13 2.0260.14 (6.17)2 6 (1.56)2 766

F97 0.8360.22 1.0660.25 (4.47)2 6 (2.11)2 23
W97 1.6960.36 2.3860.51 (6.70)2 6 (3.06)2 62
V98 1.4460.24 2.3460.39 (6.65)2 6 (2.71)2 80
S98 1.1360.20 1.5760.29 (5.44)2 6 (2.36)2 70
F98 2.2560.89 1.9860.38 (6.11)2 6 (2.78)2 82
W98 1.4360.25 1.7660.30 (5.77)2 6 (2.37)2 85
V99 1.4760.16 2.0260.24 (6.18)2 6 (2.11)2 205
S99 1.0060.12 1.4360.20 (5.20)2 6 (1.95)2 145
F99 0.4360.20 1.2960.55 (4.93)2 6 (3.33)2 14

-

.
en
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mated track for this arrival structure is shown in Fig.
Again, the arrival time variability of roughly 0.5 s over th
dataset can be attributed to meso- and gyrescale ocean
cesses.

Representative raw ~individual channel! pulse-
compressed four-period summed arrivals are shown in Fi
over a single reception~ten, four-period sums.! A slow inten-
sity change can be observed across the array over the
pulses. The lower channels~say 1 to 5! had consistently
higher signal power levels than the remaining chann
Since this was observed in data collected throughout the
periment, this was suspected to be due to gain misma
That this will not bias the results can be seen as follows.
the generalized gain be represented by a complex chan
dependent coefficienthl for channell. Then from Eq.~7!,
G lm would contain a term,

hl* hm /Auhl u2uhmu2.

The magnitude of this term is 1, and therefore generali
gain mismatch has no influence onuG lmu.

Representative pulse arrival structures are shown in
10. These figures show the variations in the individual re
izations, ranging from a single clearly identifiable pe
~where there should be a pair! to a cluster of low-level peaks
where none are uniquely identifiable.

2. Coherence length

The asymptotic valueG` was estimated using the se
ond four-period sum group in each reception. The full pop

FIG. 9. The four-period sum data—Kauai to site O, transmission 00:00
yearday 305 1997. All panels use the same linear intensity color scale.
inset number is the four-period sum index. The signals on each channel
been artificially aligned to appear to arrive from the broadside.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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lation estimate was 0.042. A histogram of the bootstrap r
licates is shown in Fig. 6. Here 98% of the replicates w
greater than the full population estimate, so this value w
also not significantly different from zero.

The data covariance matrix was estimated using fo
period sum groups two and three for each transmission.
sample mutual coherence matrix was fit to Eq.~12! with
G`50. The coherence length estimate was 410 m, and
bootstrap error in this estimate using 200 replicates was625
m.

It is interesting to note that the coherence estimate fr
site N, which generally had data with a poorer SNR than t
from site O, has a much greater variability, as evidenced
the bootstrap error. This is consistent with the converge
properties of the estimation algorithm in the Appendix: ev
though the estimator is unbiased, convergence still depe
on SNR.

3. Scintillation index

The full sample population, derived from the original b
using only the second four-period sum in each reception
shown in Fig. 11. The nonparametric run test results
shown in Table IV. When the new sample population used
the available receptions, randomness was rejected at the
significance level. When receptions closer than 4 h to the
nearest neighbor were eliminated, the corresponding run
found the modified sample population to be random at
5% level.

Intensity fluctuation statistics are shown in Table V f
the entire sample population. The quoted error is again
bootstrap standard error. The decibel intensity variance
again not significantly different than the Dyer value, but t
scintillation index was significantly greater than the satu
tion value of 1.0. The log-intensity variance was again a
proximately 2.0. Again, there were no significant seaso
trends.

Based on the intensity statistics, signal fluctuations
site O were similar to site N and much stronger than thos
the Rytov regime. Full saturation had not been achieved

0
he
ve

FIG. 10. Pulse structure, Kauai to site O. The data have been beamfo
and incoherently averaged over ten, four-period sums. Top: transmis
00:00:00 1997 yearday 305. Middle: transmission 06:00:00 1998 yea
189. Bottom: transmission 22:00:00 1998 yearday 341. All pulses show
the same linear intensity scale: the top and middle pulses are translate
for visualization purposes. The arrival structure under analysis is cent
approximately at 10.45 s~top!, 10.15 s~middle!, and 10.2~bottom!. A 0.5 s
time gate is superimposed for reference: this location is appropriate for
top arrival.
1519Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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this range, even though the decibel-intensity variance is
proximately the Dyer value. The regime was also classifi
as neither unsaturated nor saturated, but partially satura

C. Summary of data results

A summary of the signal fluctuation estimators for t
Kauai-N and Kauai-O paths is shown for reference in Ta
VI. In both cases, the asymptotic valueG` was judged by
statistical inference to be negligible. The transverse co
ence lengths were 5286152 m and 410625 m at sites N and
O, respectively. Given that both paths~Kauai-N and
Kauai-O! involve similar ocean properties, and both rece
ers are at similar depths, one would expect the longer p
~Kauai-N! to exhibit greater decoherence, i.e., a smaller
herence length. The data, however, suggests the opposite
shorter path~Kauai-O! seems to have greater decoheren
Unfortunately, the measurements possess too much vari
ity to establish this result at standard~95%, 99%! levels of
significance. Nevertheless, the validity of this inference
supported by theoretical calculations presented in Sec. V
and discussed further in Sec. VII.

FIG. 11. Sample intensities, Kauai to site O. Top: intensityI ~normalized by
the arithmetic mean intensity!. Bottom: log intensity. The panels are part
tioned by season, and annotated ‘‘W’’ for Winter, ‘‘V’’ for Spring, ‘‘S’’ for
Summer, and ‘‘F’’ for Fall. The autumnal equinox in 1997 was Septem
22.

TABLE IV. Run test for randomness of the intensity fluctuations at site
The randomness hypothesis is accepted at the 5% level of significance
the run test statistic is less than 1.965.

Sample Sample size Run statistic

Entire dataset 1197 4.37
Modified dataset 766 0.51
1520 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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The variance of decibel intensity for both datasets w
not significantly different from the Dyer value; however,
both cases, the scintillation index was also considera
more than 1.0. The first finding suggests that the fields
both sites may have reached saturation, but the second
ing shows that this is not true. A fuller theoretical unde
standing of these metrics is warranted.

VI. COMPARISONS WITH PATH INTEGRAL
STATISTICS
A. Theoretical quantities
1. Horizontal coherence

FDMWZ theory provides an expression for the structu
function D(Dx),

D~Dx!52k
*
2 J~Dx!, ~22!

where k* is the wave number at the sound speed pro
minimum andJ(Dx) is an integral expression derived from
path integral treatment;J(Dx) is an integral of decoherenc
effects along a deterministic eigenray from the source to
receiver.

This integral is implemented numerically in CAFI usin
expansions and approximations described in Flatte´ and
Stoughton.33 As discussed in Sec. IV B, the computation f
the separations under consideration in this paper is well m
eled by the ‘‘small separation’’ approximation, given alrea
in Eq. ~18!, which is repeated below:

D~Dx!'~Dx/Lh!3/2,

whereLh is again the transverse horizontal coherence len
Thus, the CAFI coherence length prediction can be de
mined directly from the separation at which the coheren
falls to e21/2. This predicted coherence length is then co
pared to the experimentally measured coherence length.

TABLE V. Intensity statistics: scintillation index~SI!, variance of log inten-
sity, and variance of intensity in decibels at site O. The top line is the
sample, and the bottom group is partitioned by season. Annotated ‘‘W’’
Winter, ‘‘V’’ for Spring, ‘‘S’’ for Summer, and ‘‘F’’ for Fall. The errors are
bootstrap standard errors for 200 replicates.

Population SI var„log(I)… var(I dB! ~dB2) Sample size

Full 1.6960.16 2.0160.14 (6.28)2 6 (1.62)2 766

F97 0.6160.24 0.7860.18 (3.83)2 6 (1.88)2 13
W97 2.0260.46 2.6760.76 (7.10)2 6 (1.63)2 61
V98 2.4760.75 2.1660.31 (6.38)2 6 (2.48)2 81
S98 1.9560.45 2.3760.40 (6.69)2 6 (2.70)2 69
F98 1.6360.36 2.1060.38 (6.30)2 6 (2.61)2 83
W98 1.6260.67 1.6660.32 (5.60)2 6 (2.44)2 88
V99 1.3060.18 1.5460.19 (5.39)2 6 (1.82)2 213
S99 1.4260.30 1.9860.32 (5.98)2 6 (2.45)2 146
F99 0.9360.27 0.6760.20 (3.56)2 6 (1.99)2 12

TABLE VI. Summary of estimated transverse horizontal coherence len
scintillation index, log-intensity variance, and decibel-intensity varian
over both paths, and the modified sample population size.

Kauai-N Kauai-O

Coherence length~m! 5286152 410625
SI 1.5360.13 1.6960.16
var„log(I)… 2.0260.14 2.0160.14
var(I dB! ~dB2) (6.17)26(1.56)2 (6.28)26(1.62)2

Modified sample size 766 766
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2. Scintillation

CAFI models the intensity moments as

^I n&'n! ^I &nF11
n~n21!

2
gG , ~23!

where g is the ‘‘microray focusing parameter.’’ Using Eq
~15!, the CAFI prediction of SI is

SI'2g11.

B. Modeling results

Fluctuation calculations were conducted for two pa
intended to represent the paths Kauai-N and Kauai-O.
primary CAFI input parameters are shown in Table VII. T
calculations used representative ranges between 2000
3000 km for the two scenarios.

CAFI requires range-independent sound speed
buoyancy profiles. Range-independent profiles were ge
ated from the annual Levitus climatology3 by extracting tem-
perature and salinity profiles every 100 km along each p
converting into sound speed39 and Brunt–Va¨isälä buoyancy
frequency,40,41and then averaging over the full range to yie
the required input profiles. This averaging will smooth o
local extremes in the buoyancy profile that might cause
hanced scattering, but is more consistent with the proces
applied to the data, which averaged over nearly two
years.

CAFI also requires a profile of the~depth-dependent!
sound speed variance. Denoting the random nondimens
alized sound speed fluctuations at depthz asm(z), the vari-
ance profile is

^m2~z!&5z0
2 na

n~z! S 1

c

dc

dz
2gAD 2

, ~24!

wherez0 is a rms internal wave vertical displacement,n(z)
is the buoyancy frequency as a function of depth,na is a
reference buoyancy frequency, andgA is the adiabatic gradi-
ent. This variance profile was computed directly from t
averaged sound speed and buoyancy frequency profiles u
spline interpolation.

CAFI associates fluctuation calculations with determ
istic rays launched at user-prescribed angles from the tr
mitter. For this comparison, the range-dependent c
EIGENRAY42 was used to calculate deterministic eigenra
from transmitter to receiver. The calculations used the sa
annual Levitus climatology as above, with sound speed p
files extracted again every 100 km along the path. Bathy

TABLE VII. CAFI input parameters.

Parameter Value

Source depth 810 m
Carrier frequency 75 Hz
Adiabatic gradientgA 1.231025 s21

Ref. buoyancy freq.na 3.0 cph
Modal bandwidthj * 3.0
rms displacementz0 7.3 m
Ray launch angle 12.37°
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 117, No. 3, Pt. 2, March 2005
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etry was ignored, except that only upward-going rays at
bottom-mounted transmitter were considered.

For both paths, EIGENRAY could not find wholly
refracted–refracted rays from transmitter to receiver: the
ceivers were slightly too deep. As a compromise, the rece
depth was raised until an eigenray solution could be form
This solution had a lower turning point directly above t
true receiver. Such a representative early-arriving eigen
was chosen for each Kauai-N and Kauai-O path, and
initial launch angle of this ray was input to CAFI. The fin
CAFI results were not sensitive to small changes~of order
0.5°! in this initial launch angle.

The averaged sound speed and buoyancy frequency
files, and the correspondinĝm2& profile for both paths are
shown in Fig. 12, Fig. 13, and Fig. 14. A summary of CA
calculations are shown in Table VIII. Statistics for both pat
are similar, as might be expected, since these paths h
similar lengths over similar regions of the ocean. The CA
horizontal coherence functions are shown in Fig. 15. A lea
squares estimate ofLh based on Eq.~18! yields Lh

5414.1 m andLh5366.8 m for Kauai-N and Kauai-O, re
spectively. The valueg yields via Eq.~23! scintillation indi-
ces of approximately 1.47 and 1.32 for the Kauai-N a
Kauai-O paths, respectively. For reference, a diagnostic
rameterf is supplied by CAFI; the path-integral treatment
considered valid when this parameter is less than 1.0.
both runs, this validity condition holds.

Signal fluctuations are characterized in FDMWZ theo
as belonging to one of several regimes, depending on
values of a ‘‘strength parameter’’F and a ‘‘diffraction pa-
rameter’’ L. The strength parameter characterizes the a
age variance of the sound speed fluctuations along the p
The diffraction parameter characterizes the amount of
fraction from sound speed inhomogeneities.

FIG. 12. Averaged sound speed profile derived from annual Levitus cli
tology profiles and averaged over the source–receiver path.
1521Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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For F.1, the boundaryLF51 in L, F space separate
the ‘‘fully saturated’’ regime from the ‘‘partially saturated
regime. In both regimes, using the language of ray the
the acoustic field separates into micromultipaths. In the p
tially saturated regime, the micromultipaths are partially c

FIG. 13. Averaged buoyancy profile derived from annual Levitus clima
ogy profiles and averaged over the source–receiver path.

FIG. 14. Sound speed variance profile derived from the averaged s
speed and buoyancy profiles for each source–receiver path.
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related, but in the fully saturated regime, the micromultipa
are completely uncorrelated.

The computed values ofL and F, and specifically the
product LF, predict that both these rays are in the ful
saturated regimes.

VII. DISCUSSION

Predictions and measurements show remarkably g
agreement, even though the theory, which is based on the
acoustics paradigm, is not thought to be valid at or bel
about 100 Hz, nor near caustics.43 The agreement found in
this paper suggests that FDMWZ theory makes accurate
dictions of horizontal spatial coherence for deep arrivals
75 Hz, at least for these scenarios.

Theoretical calculations indicate that the Kauai-O pa
which is shorter, should have less coherence~i.e., more scat-
tering! than the Kauai-N path. This surprising result is su
ported, at least to within a standard deviation, by measu

-

nd

TABLE VIII. CAFI output parameters, range-independent paths represe
tive of the Kauai-N and Kauai-O paths.

Parameter Kauai-N Kauai-O

Scattering regime Fully saturated Fully saturate
Diffraction parameterL 0.13 0.23
Strength parameterF 8.57 8.35
LF 1.11 1.92
Transverse horizontal coherenceLh 414.1 m 366.8 m
Microray focusingg 0.24 0.16
Scintillation index SI '1.47 '1.32
f ~anisotropy! 0.027 0.023
f ~inhomogeneity! 20.80 20.79

FIG. 15. A comparison of horizontal coherence models: top, Kauai-N p
bottom, Kauai-O path. The dotted lines represent the model based on
pirical data, the solid lines represent the CAFI ‘‘small separation’’ appro
mation.*5coherence length estimate from data;h5coherence length from
CAFI. The shaded region represents approximately the standard devi
error in the empirical model.
Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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tire
ments. One might expect the reverse to be true, based s
on path length. The sound speed variance profiles in Fig
may explain this: there is more intense sound speed varia
ity around 200 to 300 m in the Kauai-O path than in t
Kauai-N path. This increased variability would result
more scattering over the Kauai-O path and therefore
coherence at site O. Thus, the path length alone does
provide a full characterization of spatial coherence—pa
dependent sound speed fluctuation strength must also be
sidered.

The empirical measures are not precisely equivalen
the theoretical quantities. Given the individual contributio
of each signal processing step, as discussed in Sec. IV A,
reasonable to suspect that the empirical mutual cohere
probably underestimates the true mutual coherence.

It is interesting to consider the consequences of arr
angle wander. By the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem,44 the mu-
tual coherence is the Fourier transform of the spatial sp
trum of an extended incoherent source. Let the angle of
rival of radiation from the source be uniformly distribute
between azimuthal anglesū21/2Du and ū11/2Du during
the experimental period. The corresponding wave numb
are related by

k5
2p

l
sinu.

Then, to first order inDu, the source spatial spectrum has t
distribution

B~k!5H ~pDu!21, kPF k̄2
pDu

l
,k̄1

pDu

l G
0, otherwise,

where k̄5(2p/l)sinū ~valid whenDu!1!. The magnitude
of the Fourier transform ofB(k) is therefore proportional to

sinc
xpDu

l
.

From Eq.~14!, there is a measure ofuG(x)u at x5Lh equal to
e21/2. Hence, set

sinc
LhpDu

l
5e21/2.

This is a transcendental equation with a principal root
pLhDu/l51.6443, or

Du5
l

p

1.6443

Lh
.

The corresponding angular ‘‘source widths’’ are given
Table IX. If arrival angle variability were the only facto
contributing to decoherence across the array, the variatio

TABLE IX. Apparent angular widths of the Kauai source, over the en
experiment.

Path Lh (m) Du ~°!

Kauai-N 410 1.46
Kauai-O 528 1.13
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the incident field arrival angle could be attributed to seaso
horizontal sound speed gradients. However, since other
tors contribute to decoherence, this angular estimate can
serve as an upper bound on the apparent influence of h
zontal sound speed effects.

Two investigations into horizontal refraction along th
path from the Kauai source to a receiver near Pt. Sur on
California coast~a path length of approximately 3847 km!
inferred horizontal refraction angles introduced over th
path that were slightly smaller than the ‘‘angular width
found above.45,46Although those analyses involved a diffe
ent ocean path, the path lengths and ocean regions are si
to those reported here, and consequently the horizonta
fraction angle effects might be of a similar order of mag
tude in the Kauai-O and Kauai-N data. If this is true, then
spatial coherence at sites N and O due solely to scatter~i.e.,
the ‘‘coherence of a single incident field’’! would be slightly
better than the measurements reported in Sec. V C, which
estimates containing the influence of both scatter and arr
angle wander.

VIII. SUMMARY

Predictions of transverse horizontal mutual spatial
herence from path integral theory were compared to m
surements made on two U.S. Navy receiving arrays dur
the NPAL experiment in the North Pacific. The source wa
75 Hz bottom-mounted projector moored near the SOF
channel axis at a depth of 810 m on the northern slope
Kauai. The source transmittedm-sequences with a period o
27.28 s for an average duty cycle of about 2% over
experiment.

Two receivers at ranges between 2000 and 3000 km
enough SNR after pulse compression and 4-period sum
tion to allow the deep arriving signals to stand out from t
background noise on individual channels. This made the
rect computation of mutual coherence possible for these
receivers.

The data processing was designed to yield quanti
comparable to theoretical single frequency quantities. Ti
gating was used after pulse compression to isolate pa
fields corresponding to deterministic eigenrays, and Fou
coefficients with 2 Hz bandwidth were substituted for sing
frequency quantities. A special algorithm was applied to
timate the coherence matrix in the presence of additive
bient noise without incurring the bias of ambient noi
coherence. Realizations were averaged over the two-
span of the dataset. Statistics at both receivers were sim
the transverse horizontal coherence length measured a
400–500 m, the scintillation index about 1.5 to 1.6, and
intensity variance about equal to the 5.6 dB Dyer val
There was no significant seasonal trend in the intensity
tistics.

Overall, the comparisons between the measurement
theoretical prediction of the second moment were quite go
Computations from CAFI were remarkably close, with pr
dictions of horizontal coherence lengths of about 400 m a
a scintillation index of about 1.3 to 1.5. An apparent decre
in the measured coherence on the shorter Kauai-O path
successfully predicted by CAFI. Measurements similar
1523Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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these, but in the fully-ensonified portion of the water colum
preferably at multiple ranges, would augment the results
ported here.

Empirical intensity statistics yield a parametrization
the scattering regime that is not well characterized in curr
theories. This is due to weaknesses in the treatment of
multiple forward scattering problem. The empirical scintill
tion indices, around 1.5 to 1.6, were quite a bit above
‘‘saturation’’ limit of 1.0, but CAFI still identified the fluc-
tuation regime as ‘‘fully saturated.’’ Further exploration an
characterization of these scattering regimes is still neede

An interesting auxiliary finding was the apparent cor
lation of intensity levels over two hour time spans. Futu
experiments should schedule a suite of transmissions at
ous intervals of about two hours to investigate the chara
of this correlation.
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APPENDIX: UNBIASED COHERENCE MATRIX
ESTIMATOR

Let the measured data on channelj be

xj~ t !5sj~ t !1nj~ t !, ~A1!

where the signals(t) is a scintillating phase-encodedm se-
quence andn(t) is additive ambient noise. The Fourier tran
form of Eq. ~A1! is

Xj~v!5Sj~v!1Nj~v!, ~A2!

whereX(v)5F$x(t)% is the Fourier transform ofx(t), etc.
In the following, it will be convenient to adopt vector-matr
notation. Fourier components at frequencyv ~henceforth
omitted! for each channel are organized into a vector ‘‘sna
shot’’ across the array, leading to

x5s1n, ~A3!

wherex5@X1 ,X2 ,...,XN#T for an N-sensor array. The dat
covariance matrix is then

Cxx5^xxH& ~A4!

5^ssH&1^nnH& ~A5!

5Css1Cnn , ~A6!

where (•)H denotes Hermitian transposition and^•& expecta-
tion. Equation~A5! follows because the signal and noi
processes are independent. Ifxk denotes thekth-independent
realization of the processx, then a standard estimator for th
data covariance matrix is the sample covariance matrix,
fined as

Ĉxx5
1

K (
k51

K

xkxk
H , ~A7!

over K realizations.
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Consider solely the signal covariance matrixCss. This
has elements

@Css# jk5H s jskr jk , j Þk,

s j
2, j 5k.

~A8!

By definition,s j
2 is real and positive, andr jk is, in general,

complex.Css is also called the cross-spectral density matr
Using the transform

@G# jk5u@C# jku/A@C# j j @C#kk, ~A9!

one obtains a matrix of correlation coefficients. Allowin
thatsj (t) is the acoustic field measured at sensor locationr j ,
and using Eq.~7!, G is simply seen to be a matrix notatio
for the samples of the mutual spatial coherence funct
magnitude at separationsr j2r k . G will therefore be called
the coherence matrix, and it contains all the information
available regarding the functional shape ofuG(r j2r k)u.

Inasmuch as the coherence matrix depends on the si
covariance matrix, it becomes centrally important to deve
an unbiased estimator for the signal covariance matrix. U
fortunately, the signal covariance matrix is not availab
separately: the signal is measured in the presence of n
The noise vectorn can usually be well approximated by
complex multivariate Gaussian process with^n&50 and co-
variance matrixCnn . This noise covariance matrix possess
an intricate and usually unknown structure. This structu
matrix assumes the role of a nuisance parameter, which,
conventional estimation problem, will have to be estima
separately and removed. This cannot be accomplished fo
current problem, but failure to account for this nuisance
rameter will result in biased estimates of both the signal
variance matrix and hence the coherence matrix.

An alternative technique for constructing an unbias
estimator for the signal covariance matrix has been s
gested by Wonget al.47 In this technique, two snapshots a
considered:

x~a!5s~a!1n~a!,

x~b!5s~b!1n~b!.

Snapshotsa and b are collected at two timesta and tb far
enough apart that the two noise vectors have decorrela
Then the covariance between these two vectors isN0N . This
allows

Cxx5Css.

This situation is shown schematically in Fig. 16.
The structure ofCss in this situation is no longer the

same as Eq.~A8! becauses(a)Þs(b). Now,

@Css# jk5H s jskr~Dr jk ,Dtab!, j Þk,

s j
2r~Dr j j 50,Dtab!, j 5k,

~A10!

whereDtab5ta2tb andDr jk5ur j2r ku. The temporal sepa
ration between snapshotsa andb introduces additional deco
rrelation. In addition,Css is, in general, no longer Hermitian

If the total correlationr(Dr jk ,Dtab) is approximated by
a spatiotemporal separable formr r(Dr jk)r t(Dtab), the nor-
malization of Eq.~A9! will recover a coherence matrix con
Andrew et al.: Spatial coherence of deep arrivals
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taining only the termsur r(Dr jk)u, i.e., the magnitude of the
spatial coherence. In matrix notation, Eq.~A9! is

G5T3~Css!5@D21/2~Css‹Css* !D21/2#1/2, ~A11!

where

D5diag„diag~Css‹Css* !…,

andX‹Y is the Hadamard product~element by element mul
tiplication! between two matricesX andY. This new trans-
formation eliminates the dependence of the matrix eleme
on the temporal decorrelation, leaving a matrix contain
only spatial coherence terms.

~The matrix G calculated this way is not intrinsically
Hermitian sinces(a)Þs(b). However, any estimated cohe
ence should be Hermitian sinceuG(r j2r k)u5uG(r k2r j )u. It
therefore becomes appropriate to use instead

GH5
1

2
~G1GT!. ~A12!

The matrixGH is used in subsequent computations.!
The technique does not magically eliminate the effec

the additive ambient noise: the sample data covariance
trix based on this technique, for example, will converge a
rate depending on statistical properties of both the signal
the noise. If the SNR is poor, the convergence will be do
nated by the influence of the additive noise. However,
sample data covariance matrix will converge to the sig
covariance matrix, and so this technique provides unbia
statistics.
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